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Abstract. Our paper introduces the creation and annotation of Araneum
Persicum, a new Persian web-crawled corpus. Some problems encountered
during the process of filtration and annotation are shown, and an ensem-
ble approach adopted for lemmatization and morphosyntactic annotation
is introduced. It is also argued that Romanization can be helpful in devel-
oping corpora for languages not based on Latin script.
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1 Introduction

The Aranea Project3 [2] aimed at the creation and annotation of a family of web-
crawled corpora for languages taught at Slovak Universities has reached the
point where most “common” languages have been covered already, and their
total count has approached the two-dozen landmark. For various reasons, new
languages are still being added to our collection, even if there is no chance that
they would ever be taught in Slovakia. The Persian language, also referred to as
Farsi4, belongs to this category as well.

Our attempt to build a Persian corpus has been initialized by our Prague
colleagues working on a Persian to Czech dictionary [15] who need a reliable
source of lexical evidence on contemporary Persian language, as well as our
desire to make use of our experience and tools developed in the framework of
our Aranea Project to process a language using a right-to-left script.

2 The Persian Language

Persian belongs to the Indo-Iranian subgroup of Indo-European languages with
at least 70 million speakers5. If all its varieties are considered, the language
3 http://aranea.juls.savba.sk/guest/
4 http://www.iranian.com/Features/Dec97/Persian/
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persian_language
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has official status in Iran, Afghanistan, and Tajikistan, as well as in several
neighboring countries. Having a long history of writing, the modern Persian
uses a modified Arabic script in Iran and Afghanistan, and a modified Cyrillic
script in Tajikistan.

2.1 The Persian Script
The main obstacle in any attempt to grasp the Persian script is the fact that
the shape of (almost) any grapheme can have as many as four different forms
depending on its position within a word (initial, medial, final, and isolated,
respectively). To ease this “mental burden”, we decided to supplement each
corpus token (word form, lemma, etc.) by its respective Romanized variant,
adopting the UN 20126 transliteration system. The main advantage of this
system for use in our environment is that all transliterated graphemes are
directly accessible via Czech and Slovak keyboard,with the only exception being
the “ā” character (representing the Persian ) that has been substituted by an
“á”.

In comparison to Arabic, the Persian script contains four additional
graphemes representing phonemes not present in Arabic ( transliter-
ated as “p”, “č”, “ž”, and “g”, respectively), and two graphemes ( i.e., “y”
and “k”) that have slightly different shapes and their own Unicode code points
– this fact can be conveniently used in secondary language filtration.

The real-world Persian texts on the web, however, also contain certain
amount of wordswithArabic spelling (mostly proper names andQuran-related
lexical items), loanwords from other Indo-Iranian languages preserving the
original orthography, nonstandard use of diacritics denoting vowels, etc., so
some sort of normalization is suggested before a text can be processed by a NLP
tool.

2.2 Persian Morphology
I must admit that I was only able to “plunge” into those issues in this area that
generated some problems during lemmatization and PoS tagging of the corpus
data.

Unlike in most other languages within the Aranea family, the basic form of a
Persian verb is not represented by its infinitive, but rather by two stems (present
and past, respectively). This has a rather negative influence on lemmatizers
that are in such a case typically not able to guess valid lemmas for the out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) lexical items.

Another peculiar feature of the Persian morphology is that certain affixes
can be written either together with the stem, separated by a “half-space” (“zero-
width non-joiner” character U+200c, having a special hotkey combination on
a Persian keyboard), or even by a standard space. A corpus designer therefore
has to make a decision about what data should be sent to the tagger (i.e., the
original, half-space-normalized or even space-normalized).
6 http://www.eki.ee/wgrs/rom1_fa.pdf
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3 Persian Language Resources and NLP Tools

Even a simple “Google research” reveals lots of projects devoted to the process-
ing of the Persian language. On the other hand, resources that would be readily
available to those who would like to compile their own Persian corpora them-
selves are not so numerous. In general, at least tools for lemmatization and/or
PoS tagging are needed. To speed up the creation of the initial (beta) version of
our Persian corpus, we decided to make use of only those tools that have been
already engaged in the processing of other corpora of the Aranea family.

Persian Treebanks. The obvious place to look for (syntactically) annotated
corpora is the Universal Dependencies Portal7. We can find two Persian items
there. The larger is the Persian Dependency Treebank (PerDT) [8] containing
approximately 500 K tokens, while the considerably smaller Seraji [11] based
on the Upsala Persian Treebank has 152 K tokens. Besides its size and genre
coverage of the latter (it contains news only), the other issue is its “incomplete”
lemmatization – lemmas formany lexical items are simply set to an “_” character.
If used for training, this error is further propagated to the tagged data.

TreeTagger [10]. Despite its age, this tool is still being used by many corpus
projects, including that of ours. There are several reasons for this: Firstly, it still
maintained by its original developer; secondly, there are language models for
many different languages; thirdly, it is stable even if applied on very large (many
Gigaword) corpora; and lastly, it is very fast – especially in comparison to newer
tools based on, say, a neural network.

On the other hand, the quality of its output is not as high as that of newer
taggers, especially if applied to a language with rich inflectional morphology
and corresponding fine-grained tagset [4]. The TreeTagger performs guessing of
PoS tags for OOV lexical items, yet it does not attempt to guess the lemma in
such a situation.

The Persian language model for TreeTagger has been created by means of the
PerDT data which means that it is the tool with the largest coverage of Persian
lexis.

UDPipe [12] is the main tagging tool developed within theUniversal Dependen-
cies Project [5]. The corresponding language model(s) can be created for all lan-
guages where a corresponding treebank exists. As the UDPipe 3 version is still
in development and therefore not released yet, and the UDPipe 2 is available
as a Python prototype (or a web service) only, i.e., not suitable for processing
large-scale data [13], for users who want to run the software within their own
infrastructure, the oldest UDPipe 1 is the only option.

Although two different treebanks for Persian are available, for various
reasons the only languagemodel available has been trained on the Seraji Treebank
7 https://universaldependencies.org/
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resulting into a much lower coverage than that of TreeTagger, and also leaving
many lexical items without any lemma.

CSTlemma [3]. As its name suggests, this tool does not perform a “complete”
tagging, and just generates basic form for each token in the corpus. The respec-
tive language model can be trained by a (preferably large) morphological lexi-
con, and authors provide pretrained models for many languages. The Persian
model has been created bymeans of theMULTEXT-East lexicon [16], and (what
is its rather negative feature for our work) does not generate “compatible twin
lemmas” for Persian verbs.

4 Corpus Processing

Preparation. The first step in building a new web-crawled corpus is the
collection of seed URLs that are needed as one of the inputs for the SpiderLing
[14] crawler. This used to be fairly easy to perform by the BootCaT [1] tool,
until Microsoft stopped supporting the free Bing queries via an API some years
ago. The tool itself is still operational, yet the current procedure involves a lot
of manual “cut and paste” operations, which makes this option clearly rather
“suboptimal”. An alternative is provided by theWebBootCaT functionality of the
Sketch Engine8 portal (if one owns an account ;-)

The procedure of “harvesting” the URLs involves providing the program
with a set of “keywords” used to create n-grams that are being submitted to a
search engine. The resulting lists of Internet addresses may be manually edited
and used for the subsequent downloading of the actual documents. In our case,
however, we did not need to let Sketch Engine to perform the downloading, and
just took the list itself. This procedure can be repeated until the required number
of URLs has been collected.

According to our experience, the initial list of keywords should consist of
words of general semantics, such as high-frequency adverbs. The respective list
for our work has been extracted from one of the Persian corpora hosted at the
Sketch Engine site: the list of most 1,000 adverbs has been randomly sorted
and 5 sets of 12 words have been used. The n-gram length has been set to 3
and all oth er parameters to the maximal values. The five rounds of harvesting
yielded (after deduplication and removingURLs fromunwanted domains, such
as instagram.com and youtube.com) approximately 19,500 URLs.

Another user input needed for SpiderLing operation are text samples used to
create language models for on-the-fly language identification and filtering dur-
ing the crawling. Samples for Persian, Arabic, and English have been extracted
from selected Wikipedia pages in the respective languages.

Crawling and preprocessing. The actual crawling was performed in April 2022
by SpiderLing 2.0 in 10 parallel threads. After some 36 hours of crawling, approx.
8 https://www.sketchengine.eu/
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96 GB of raw text in a “prevertical” format have been gathered, almost 20 GB out
of which have been removed during the initial deduplication targeted at 100%
duplicates.

Twomain filtering procedures attempted to delete texts being “insufficiently
Persian” (counting frequencies of Persian characters) and “too non-Persian”
(counting characters not present in the Persian alphabet, yet being based on
Arabic script). The respective thresholds in both cases have been set experimen-
tally, removing in total another 21 GB of data. A short analysis of the removed
documents revealed that, besides Arabic, most of them were in fact written in
the Pashto language that is also spoken both in Iran and Afghanistan.

Tokenization. In the framework of our Aranea Project, the universal tokenizer
Unitok [6] (with custom parameter files) is used for tokenization. After initial
experimentation and somewhat surprisingly, the English parameter file could
be used (almost) without modification for Persian – the only change was asso-
ciated with the treatment of “half-spaces” that had to be considered “letters”, if
non-normalized text is to be tokenized.

The tokenization procedure yielded a vertical file of 5.59 Gigatokens. The
secondary deduplication procedure (performed by Onion [7]) removed more
than 30% of them, retaining the 3.89 Gigatokens in approx. 4.49 M documents.

Ensemble annotation. In Computational Linguistics, the “ensemble” term is
used to describe approaches where several tools are utilized to (independently)
perform the same operation, assuming that aggregation of their outputs could
improve the overall success rate of the whole process. In the framework of
morphosyntactic annotation, we can speak about “ensemble tagging” if more
than one tagger is available for a particular language – which is also the case of
Persian.

If all the tools use the same tagset and they are more than two, the aggrega-
tion is usually performed by simple “voting”. In our case, however, we not only
do not have three “full-fledged” taggers, and the respective tagsets are not com-
pletely compatible. The component tools also do not behave in the same way
with respect to OOV lexical items. The actual situation is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Three ensemble component tools.
Word forms TreeTagger UDPipe CSTlemma
Non-OOVs PoS tag assigned PoS tag guessed n/a
OOVs PoS tag guessed PoS tag guessed n/a
Non-OOVs Lemma assigned Lemma guessed Lemma guessed
OOVs Lemma marked as OOV Lemma guessed Lemma guessed

The aggregation procedure has been therefore designed as follows:
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1. Only main word classes (based on the AUT9 tagset) are considered for
aggregation.

2. If PoS can be assigned bymeans of a regular expression (punctuation, digits,
symbols, e-mail addresses, etc.), ignore the information from the taggers.

3. If the respective token was present in the morphological lexicon of TreeTag-
ger, take both lemma and PoS from it.

4. If the tokenwasOOV in TreeTagger andUDPipe guessed a lemma, take both
lemma and PoS from it. If lemma guessed by CSTlemma differs, add it as an
alternative. If PoS guessed by the TreeTagger differs, add it as an alternative.

5. Otherwise take the lemma from CSTlemma and PoS from TreeTagger and
UDPipe (if it differs).

The result of the aggregation process is flagged in a special attribute “ztag”:
the respective value consists of two parts separated by a period – the left part
denotes assignment of lemma, while the right that of the PoS. The uppercase
letters indicate success in the morphological lexicon lookup (in case of TreeTag-
ger), the lowercase letters indicate guessing and the exclamationmark indicates
that the respective value differs from that on the left. The actual situation in a
125-Megatoken sample of Araneum Persicum is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Frequency distribution of ztags.
ztag freq % ztag freq %
T!c.T!u 313,397 0.25 u!c.t!u 734,753 0.59
T!c.Tu 1,744,755 1.40 u!c.tu 2,098,439 1.68
T!u!c.T!u 141,740 0.11 uc.t!u 2,077,455 1.66
T!u!c.Tu 2,082,343 1.67 uc.tu 3,751,262 3.00
T!uc.T!u 644,554 0.52 c.t!u 1,411,739 1.13
T!uc.Tu 4,477,277 3.58 c.tu 3,026,913 2.42
Tc!u.T!u 783,445 0.63 z! 6,629,046 5.30
Tc!u.Tu 1,242,515 0.99 z# 788,956 0.63
Tc.T!u 694.332 0.56 z$ 910,190 0.73
Tc.Tu 3,817,999 3.05 z@ 1,068 0.00
Tu!c.T!u 455,065 0.36 zu 5,987 0.00
Tu!c.Tu 13,464,342 10.77 zv 17,675 0.01
Tuc.T!u 7,834,406 6.27 zw 1,972 0.00
Tuc.Tu 65,848,758 52.68 Total 125,000,383 100.00

Flags starting with the “z” letter indicate lexical items “tagged” by regular
expressions. For example, “z!” denotes punctuation, “z#” numbers, and “z$”
symbols (special graphic characters, emoji, etc.).

As it can be seen, most items have a “Tuc.Tu” flag, indicating equal values
assigned by all tools, followed by a “Tu!c.Tu”, with CSTlemma assigned a
differtent lemma than TreeTagger and UDPipe.
9 http://aranea.juls.savba.sk/aranea_about/aut.html
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5 Compilation by the Corpus Manager and Publication

During the development of the corpus, a small sample of the whole data
was used with all parallel annotations being available for querying via the
NoSketch Engine [9] corpus manager. This helped to identify several issues of
the processing pipeline, as well as the respective tools themselves. The final
beta version of the corpus containing all data, however, contains the aggregated
annotations only plus the transliterated versions of both word and lemma
attributes. By including these fields into the SIMPLEQUERY directive of the
corpus configuration file, it is now possible to conveniently query either in
Persian or transliterated versions of the respective attributes. An example of
such a query is shown in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: The result of querying “brnv” (“Brno”) in Araneum Persicum Minus.

The Beta versions of the Persian corpus in three sizes have been published
at our Aranea Corpus portal recently.

6 Conclusion and further work

Despite the fact that the processing pipeline for Aranea corpora has been tuned
and is relatively stable, any new corpus may present additional challenges, let
alone in situations, when the developer(s) do not understand the language.
The ensemble approach for lemmatization and tagging significantly improved
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the quality of annotation. The idea of providing supplementary transliterated
attributes turned out to be quite successful and made the tuning of the data
much easier.

For the next version of Aranuem Persicum we would like to add more
component tools to the ensemble, and maybe also try to create own language
model for UDPipe based on PerDT.
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